
Delivering industry innovation and bold outcomes.

PwC’s business-led strategies combined with Microsoft's technology-enabled 
solutions allows you to meet your business goals quickly while maintaining a 
realistic budget. 

Consulting Solutions Built on Microsoft

Transforming Industries

With nearly 200 years of industry leading knowledge and adaptability we balance successful 
transformation with the trust needed to avoid potential setbacks — so you can maximize the 
value of your digital investments, while minimizing risk. PwC offers proven solutions in:

Healthcare: Focus on delivering quality 
care outcomes through increased 
collaboration and automation.

Education: Bridge the gap between 
technology and traditional learning.

Manufacturing: Enhance the customer 
experience while boosting the bottom line.

Financial Services: Create a modern, 
compliant experience.

Retail: Boost customer engagement and 
loyalty with omnichannel transformation.

Media & Entertainment, Real Estate 
and Technology: Streamline operations 
and create connected experiences.



Global certified Microsoft consultants

Cloud-based. Experience-driven. Future-ready.
This is The New Equation with PwC and Microsoft
We’re taught that 1 + 1 = 2. Simple, right? But today’s world isn’t simple. So, what happens 
if we look at it from a new angle? Could we create something greater? If we bring together 
human ingenuity, passion and experience with the latest technology, we start to make 
something more. Building trust for today and tomorrow. That’s The New Equation.

Consulting Solutions Built on Microsoft

9,000+
Global Microsoft engagement delivered2,500+

Global Microsoft certifications obtained25,000+

Microsoft Dynamics projects delivered globally450+
Clients served globally on Microsoft engagements780+
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“PwC is helping customers to enhance patient 
engagement, enabling more efficient collaboration 
among healthcare teams and delivering 
improved clinical and operational data and insights for 
better decision making across the entire care journey.”

Patty Obermaier
Vice President, US Healthcare

Microsoft

“Our digital transformation with PwC represents the 
single largest investment and most significant 
operations achievement in the 130-year history of our 
organization…The solution has fundamentally changed 
our business model. Together with PwC, we have been 
able to digitally transform a paper-based system and 
deliver new innovative learning products and 
services.”

Chief Executive
Technology for Social Impact

PwC’s Poland Infinite Financial Solutions: “This 
bold offering from PwC and Microsoft heralds the 
rise of the ecosystem orchestrator role, curating the 
elements and expertise required to rapidly build a 
digital bank.”

Research Leader
Financial Services Provider

Healthcare

Education

Financial Services

“The data supplied by (a global automotive 
conglomerate) and our business processes will be 
integrated into a comprehensive cloud architecture in all 
areas. This enables us to significantly improve our 
efficiency and speed. We increasingly think and act like 
agile tech companies enabling us to better serve our 
customers around the globe.”

CEO
Global Automotive Conglomerate

Manufacturing

http://www.pwc.com/structure
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